With the rapid advent of Virtual Reality (VR) technology and virtual tour applications, there is a research need on spatial queries tailored for simultaneous movements in both the physical and virtual worlds. Traditional spatial queries, designed mainly for one world, do not consider the entangled dual worlds in VR. In this paper, we first investigate the fundamental shortest-path query in VR as the building block for spatial queries, aiming to avoid hitting boundaries and obstacles in the physical environment by leveraging Redirected Walking (RW) in Computer Graphics. Specifically, we first formulate Dual-world Redirected-walking Obstacle-free Path (DROP) to find the minimum-distance path in the virtual world, which is constrained by the RW cost in the physical world to ensure immersive experience in VR. We prove DROP is NP-hard and design a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme, Dual Entangled World Navigation (DEWN), by finding Minimum Immersion Loss Range (MIL Range). Afterward, we show that the existing spatial query algorithms and index structures can leverage DEWN as a building block to support kNN and range queries in the dual worlds of VR. Experimental results and a user study with implementation in HTC VIVE manifest that DEWN outperforms the baselines with smoother RW operations in various VR scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
With the growing availability of Virtual Reality (VR) devices, innovative VR applications in virtual social, travel, and shopping domains have emerged. This technological trend of VR not only attracts business interests from prominent vendors such as Facebook and Alibaba 1 but also brings a new wave of research in the academia. While current research on VR mostly originated from Computer Graphics, Multimedia, and HCI, focusing on constructing vivid VR worlds, the needs for research and support from the database community are also imminent.
Traditional research on spatial data management has contributed significantly to various applications in the physical world. For example, for mobile users on a journey, the information about the closest gas stations along a routing path can be found by spatial queries [16] . These queries are also needed in the virtual worlds in VR applications where moving between point-of-interests (POIs) is a basic operation. For example, in VR campus touring 2 and VR architecture/indoor navigation 3 applications, spatial queries can be issued to find POIs and guide users to move to them. However, in many VR applications where users move in both the virtual and physical worlds, the simple one-world setting may no longer sustain, rendering the aforementioned queries useless. To study this problem, we revisit a number of spatial queries widely used in many VR applications to develop new algorithms by considering factors in the dual entangled virtual and physical worlds.
Traditional VR applications adopt simple stand-and-play approaches, e.g., teleportation [4] , which have users to stand still in the physical world and rely on handheld devices, e.g., joysticks, to move to the destination. However, unlike previous generation of VR Head Mound Displays (HMDs), which are tied to computers with cable wires, the new VR devices are either wireless 4 or standalone 5 devices. As this new wave of technology unties VR devices from a fixed computer, mobile VR [34] and room-scale VR [14] recently attract massive attention in HCI and Computer Graphics research communities, as they allow untethered walking 6 in VR to improve user experience. Indeed, research [21] finds that stand-and-play approaches do not facilitate immersive experience intended in VR. On the contrary, walking is able to bring benefits to the users' cognition in virtual environments (VEs) [28] , because users can experience correct stimulations [21] in order to reduce the side-effect of motion sickness. To avoid hitting physical obstacles, various hardware and HCI solutions [17, 33] are proposed recently.
Usually, users in VR applications are severely constrained [14] by the small size and setting of physical space, e.g., living room, during exploration of massive VEs. As a result, if the movement in the virtual world is simply realized by a directly matched walk in the real world, users may easily get hindered by boundaries of the small physical space. 7 To address this issue, Redirected Walking (RW) [13, 21] has been proposed to steer users away from physical boundaries and obstacles by slightly tailoring the walking direction and speed displayed in HMDs. 8 For example, when a user intends to walk straightly in the virtual world, RW continuously adjusts the walking direction displayed in the HMD to guide the user walking along a curve in the physical world in a small room.
It has been successfully demonstrated that the human visualvestibular system does not conceive those minor differences if the RW operations (detailed later) are carefully controlled [21, 22, 30] , and RW provides the most immersive user experiences compared to joystick and teleportation-based locomotion techniques [14, 21] . However, when a path in the virtual world (called v-path) is identified by directly employing the shortest-path query, the walking path in the physical world (called p-path) may involve many RW operations that may incur motion sickness [22, 30] thereby deteriorating the user experience.
In this paper, therefore, we first formulate a new query, namely Dual-world Redirected walking Obstacle-free Path (DROP), to find the minimum-distance v-path from the current user location to the destination that is RW-realizable by a corresponding obstacle-free p-path, bounded by a preset total cost on Redirected Walking (RW cost) to restrict the loss of immersive experience in VR. Specifically, given the current positions of the user, the layouts of both the virtual and physical worlds, and a destination in the virtual world, DROP finds a v-path and an RW-realized obstacle-free p-path such that (i) the length of v-path is minimized, and (ii) the total cost incurred by RW operations does not exceed a preset threshold. We introduce the notion of Minimum Immersion Loss (MIL) to represent the RW cost for realizing a short walk in dual worlds. 4 HTC Vive Pro: https://bit.ly/2AM0vUM; DisplayLink XR: https://bit.ly/2HdI2FJ. 5 HTC Vive Focus: https://bit.ly/2US4DwI; Oculus Go: https://www.oculus.com/go/. 6 A number of demo videos on walking with wireless VR can be found at https://bit.ly/ 2vWP9gG, https://bit.ly/2LIlgeT, and https://bit.ly/2HojNX3. 7 See also https://bit.ly/2YuKSgU and https://bit.ly/2Ebcfox on this issue. 8 Figure 1 lays out an example of virtual and physical worlds to illustrate the notions of v-path and p-path. As shown, S v and S p denote the current locations of the user in both worlds, while the thick black arrows indicate the corresponding orientations, i.e., the user faces south in both worlds. The coordinates of some POIs are shown right beside them. The face direction is given (in degrees) for the starting state. Let T be the destination in the virtual world and the preset RW cost threshold is small. In the virtual world, the shortest obstacle-free path, bypassing corners of the obstacles as indicated by the red solid line segments, has a total length of 10.83. However, this path is actually infeasible because the starting location in the physical world is too close to the wall and door area (see the corresponding infeasible p-path shown in red). Similarly, the brown path (which features a length of 14.17 in the virtual world) is not feasible. In contrast, the optimal path of DROP is the blue one with a total length of 14.93. This path, bypassing the upper part of virtual obstacles, incurs only minimal RW operations including a rotation at the beginning to avoid obstacles and prohibited areas in the physical world. □ DROP, which actually returns not only the paths in the dual worlds but also the corresponding RW operations, is much more challenging than finding the shortest obstacle-free path in a single world. Some heuristics useful in geographic space, e.g., the triangular inequality, are not applicable here due to the obstacles appearing in both worlds. Moreover, traditional spatial index structures, e.g., R-Tree [7] , M-Tree [5] , and O-Tree [40] are designed for only one world instead of the entangled dual worlds, and thus do not handle the cost of RW operations. Finally, in a multi-user VR environment, the same path in the virtual world may be walked differently by users in their individual physical worlds. The RW operations carried out for the same virtual path are unlikely to be the same for different users and thus are not precomputable. Indeed, we prove DROP is NP-hard.
To solve DROP, we propose a Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme, namely Dual Entangled World Navigation (DEWN), to approach the optimal solution in polynomial time. The main idea of DEWN is to quickly obtain a promising feasible solution (called reference path) in an early stage. Via the reference path, we explore novel pruning strategies to avoid redundant examinations of states that lead to excessive RW costs or long path lengths.
However, finding a promising reference path directly from the entangled dual worlds is actually computationally intensive. To address this issue, we precompute the range of RW cost, termed as Minimum Immersion Loss Range (MIL Range), which consists of an MIL lower bound and an MIL upper bound, for a possible straight-line walk between two POIs in the virtual world. With MIL Ranges for potential path segments in the virtual world, we jointly minimize the weighted sum of v-path length and RW cost by Lagrangian relaxation (LR). Accordingly, we derive the optimal weight (i.e., the Lagrange multiplier) to ensure both the feasibility and quality of the reference path. Equipped with DEWN as a building block, we then show that existing spatial query algorithms and index structures can support the counterparts of kNN and range queries in VR. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We redefine a new shortest path query, namely Dual-world Redirected-walking Obstacle-free Path (DROP), tailored for the dual entangled obstructed spaces in VR applications. We introduce a novel notion of MIL Range that captures the possible range of Redirected Walking cost in state transitions of movements and prove DROP is NP-hard. • We first tackle DROP by dynamic programming and then design an online query algorithm, DEWN, which exploits efficient ordering and pruning strategies to improve computational efficiency significantly. We prove that DEWN is a Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme for DROP. • We show that existing spatial query algorithms and index structures can leverage DEWN as a building block to support kNN and range queries in VR. • We perform experiments on real datasets and conduct a user study to evaluate the proposed algorithms with various baselines. Experimental results show that DEWN outperforms the baselines in both solution quality and efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the preliminaries and formulates DROP. Section 4 details DEWN and provides a theoretical analysis. Section 5 extends our ideas for spatial queries. Section 6 reports the experimental results, and Section 7 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Shortest Path Query. Exact, top-k [2] , approximate [24, 25] , constrained [36] , and adaptive [8] shortest path queries have been studied extensively in the database community. Akiba et al. [2] precompute shortest path distances by breadth-first search and store the distances on the vertices. To improve efficiency, a querydependent local landmark scheme [25] is proposed to provide a more accurate solution than the global landmark approach [24] by identifying a landmark close to both query nodes and leveraging the triangular inequality. In continental road networks with length and cost metrics, COLA [36] utilizes graph partition to minimize the path length within a cost constraint. Hassan et al. [8] find the adaptive type-specific shortest paths in dynamic graphs with edge types. Nevertheless, the above research is designed for one network (i.e., one world). None of the existing works incorporates the cost, e.g., Redirected Walking, in dual worlds of different layouts. Spatial Query. Spatial database is a major research area in the database research community [27] . Queries on spatial network databases, including range search, nearest neighbors, e-distance joins, and closest pairs [23] , have attracted extensive research interests. In recent years, considering the presence of obstacles, the obstructed version of various spatial queries are revisited [39] . Sultana et al. [32] study the obstructed group nearest neighbor (OGNN) query to find a rally point with the minimum aggregated distance. Range-based obstructed nearest neighbor search [40] extracts the nearest neighbors within a range for obstructed sequenced routes, where the route distance is minimized [3] . However, the above algorithms are designed for one world, instead of the entangled dual worlds, where the physical worlds of users are different from each other. As a result, these existing works are not applicable to the dual world spatial queries tackled in this paper.
Walking in Virtual Reality. To move in the virtual space, Pointand-Teleport [4] allows a user to point at and then transport to a target location, but the experience is not immersive due to the abrupt scene change and loss of sense in time. Research shows that real walking is more immersive than Point-and-Teleport [35] . Redirected Walking (RW) [21] exploits the inability of the human vestibular system to detect a subtle difference (in the walking speed and direction) between movements in the dual worlds. It has been demonstrated that RW can support free walking in a large virtual space for a relatively small physical space, and the degradation in user immersion can be quantitatively measured from the acoustic and visual perspectives [22, 30] . Detailed implementation and performance evaluation of RW have been studied in [9] and [21] . Recent evaluation [14] demonstrates that RW provides the most preferable user experience than joystick-based and teleportationbased systems. However, most existing works on RW focus on creating immersive experience but do not provide systematic approaches for query processing in dual worlds, which inspires our study in this work.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first provide background on the Visibility Graph and Redirected Walking operations. Then we formulate the DROP problem and prove that DROP is NP-hard.
Preliminaries
Visibility Graph. The notion of Visibility Graph (VG), widely used in computational geometries and obstructed spatial query processing [3, 19, 40] , models obstacles as polygons and regards their corners as VG nodes. Those corners are important as they are usually the turning points for shortest paths in an obstructed space. In VG, two nodes are connected by a weighted edge if and only if there exists a straight line segment between them without crossing any obstacle [32, 40] . In this paper, we exploit VG to define the DROP problem on dual worlds for the following reasons: 1) VG preserves the unobstructed shortest paths in the obstructed spatial space [32, 39] , simplifying the distance computation and reducing the computational complexity in processing obstructed spatial queries. 2) Representing the virtual world in VG ensures natural movements of users since the obtained v-paths avoid zigzagging patterns. 3) Whereas DROP depends on both worlds due to the RW operations, VG for both worlds can be constructed separately [18] . While existing works on obstructed spatial queries most consider only corners of obstacles in VG, we also extend VG to include all ( POIs in the virtual world. We refer the interested readers to [6] for more background on VGs.
Example 2. Figure 2 illustrates the VG constructed from the virtual world in Example 1, where the nodes represent virtual locations of interests (POIs and obstacle corners) in the application, and the edges (called v-edges) denote straight-line moving paths between two virtual locations. 9 For example, the virtual location (2, 8) is a POI (the start location), while (6, 8) represents the upper right corner of the white gameboard in Example 1. The v-edge between them represents a move along the upper side of the gameboard which has a length of 4 (shown in red). □ Redirected Walking Operations. Redirected Walking (RW) [26] introduces minor differences in the walking speed and turning angle to adapt the perception of walking in the dual worlds. Basic RW operations include Translation (TO) [38] , Rotation (RO) [22] , and Curvature (CO) [20] . TO introduces a slight scaling factor between the walking speed in the virtual world and the actual walking speed in the physical world. Thus, the distances in the dual worlds are different after a user walks for a period of time. Similarly, RO tailors the mapping between the rotation angular velocity in the virtual world to that in the physical world. When a user intends to move straightly in the virtual world, CO lets the user traverse a slightly bending curve 10 to avoid obstacles in the physical world. However, when a user is very close to obstacles and not able to escape from them with the above operations, a Reset operation [37] may be issued to specifically ask the user to rotate her body to face a different direction in the physical world, whereas the virtual world is suspended (remaining the same). 11 Note that Reset incurs significantly higher disturbance for users [21] and thus introduces a much larger RW cost. An RW cost model of different operations can be constructed based on the usage count or other measures of user experience, e.g., detection thresholds in [22, 30] or immersion thresholds in [29] . Some definitions of the basic RW operations are provided in the full version of this paper [11] . For a complete survey on RW, we refer the interested readers to [21] .
Problem Formulation
In the following, we introduce the notations used to formulate DROP. We use VG graphs for both virtual and physical worlds to abstract unobstructed movements of users. We also summarize the notations in tables (see Table 1 and 2 in [11] 
where a virtual edge (v-edge) e v connects unobstructed virtual locations with a cut-off distance threshold ℓ max [18] . Each v-edge e v is associated with a positive length l(e v ) that denotes the Euclidean distance between the two endpoints in the virtual world. The physical graph (p-graph) G p and the edge set E p are defined analogously.
To determine the appropriate v-path and the corresponding sequence of RW operations, the user's face orientation needs to be considered. In the following, we formally introduce the notion of loco-state, which describes the user status in both worlds.
γ v is the current user location in the virtual world, and θ v is her face orientation. The p-state st p = (γ p , θ p ) is defined similarly in the physical world, and θ v , θ p ∈ Θ, which is the Orientation Set consisting of all legal face directions. Equipped with the notion of loco-state, user movements in the dual worlds can be regarded as sequences of state transitions between neighboring loco-states. The possible combinations of RW operations to pilot the user to a target loco-state is bounded due to the finite operations. Therefore, a configuration with the smallest RW cost (i.e., minimum degradation of user experience) can be precomputed by exploring different RW operation sequences. This RW cost is coined as the Minimum Immersion Loss (MIL) between the two loco-states. 13 Definition 5. Minimum Immersion Loss (MIL). MIL(st 1 , st 2 ) represents the smallest RW cost for a VR user to move from a loco-state st 1 to a neighboring loco-state st 2 with a sequence of RW operations.
Next, we introduce RW path to describe the RW-realizable v-path and the corresponding RW-realized p-path. Definition 6. Redirected Walking Path (RW path). An RW path p = ⟨st 1 , st 2 , · · · , st n ⟩ is a sequence of loco-states, including a v-
, and a p-path p p = ⟨st p 1 , st p 2 , · · · , st p n ⟩ with the incurred RW cost to realize p v with p p as c(p) = n−1 i=1 MIL(st i , st i+1 ). Example 4. In Example 1, the two blue paths in the dual worlds can be combined as an RW path p = ⟨st s , (((6, 8) , 0 • ), ((6, 6), 30 • )), (((12, 6) , 330 • ), ((10, 6), 0 • )), (((12, 5) , 270 • ), ((11, 5) , 315 • )), (((10, 2) , 225 • ), ((10, 2), 240 • )) ⟩. □ Note that dist(st 1 , st 2 ) is the straight-line distance between their virtual locations. However, the v-path length l(p) of some RW path p from st 1 to st 2 may not be the same as the Euclidean distance dist(st 1 , st 2 ) or the obstructed distance [32] between st 1 and st 2 in the virtual world. For instance, in the above example, the v-path length p v is 14.93, while the Euclidean distance between (2, 8) and (10, 2) is 10.0, and the obstructed shortest distance is 10.83. We formulate DROP as follows.
Problem: Dual-world RW Obstacle-free Path (DROP). Given: Loco-state space ST , MIL cost MIL(·, ·) between neighboring loco-states, start loco-state st s , destination location γ v t ∈ Γ v , and RW cost constraint C. Find: An RW path p * from st s to γ v t with c(p * ) ≤ C such that l(p * ) is minimized. 14 Theorem 1. DROP is NP-hard (see the full version [11] for proof).
DUAL ENTANGLED WORLD NAVIGATION ALGORITHM
To find the optimal solution, a dynamic programming algorithm, Basic DP, creates a DP state (st, l) for every valid loco-state st ∈ ST and every possible v-path length l from st s to st, then iteratively examines the transitions from neighboring DP states to derive the minimum RW path cost for all (st, l). Unfortunately, this approach requires exponential time due to the huge amount of required DP states and thus is inpractical. We present the details of Basic DP in the full version [11] . However, we observe three types of loco-states that can be avoided in investigation of Basic DP: 1) those with v-states far away from the source and destination in the v-graph (unlikely to create short v-paths); 2) those with p-states near the physical boundaries and obstacles (hard to generate feasible RW paths); 3) intermediate loco-states with insufficient RW budget to find a v-path shorter than the best intermediate feasible solution obtained during processing. Therefore, we propose the Dual Entangled World Navigation (DEWN) algorithm, which 1) quickly generates a reference path (i.e., a feasible solution) by problem transformation techniques and a novel ordering strategy; 2) leverages the reference path to filter redundant loco-states via several pruning strategies; 3) adopts dynamic programming on the dramatically trimmed solution space to ensure the approximation guarantee.
DEWN consists of three phases. As it is computationally expensive to find a reference path directly from the loco-state space, in Dual World Simplification Phase (Section 4.1), we exploit the precomputed MIL Range to transform the dual-world DROP problem 14 Note that ST depends on G v , G p and the orientation set Θ. Moreover, p * may end at any feasible loco-state associated with γ v t .
into two single-world problems, COS-DROP and CPS-DROP, respectively, by incorporating the MIL lower and upper bounds as new edge weights of the v-graph to find corresponding v-paths. These problems are then further reduced into Lagrangian relaxed problems where the weighted sum of the v-path length and MIL upper/lower bounds are jointly minimized with Lagrange multipliers r α and r β as their weights, respectively. We present an efficient algorithm to find the best multipliers r * α and r * β . Next, Reference Path Generation Phase (Section 4.2) exploits r * α and r * β to find a reference RW path quickly with a new ordering strategy tailored for dual-world path finding that balances the remaining RW cost and v-path distance to the destination. Equipped with the reference RW path, Pruning and Path Navigation Phase (Section 4.3) effectively trims off redundant candidate loco-states that incur excessive RW costs and large path distances. DEWN then further applies dynamic programming with the rounding-and-scaling technique on the remaining loco-state space to retrieve an (1 + ϵ)approximate RW path with significantly reduced computational cost. Due to space limitations, please refer to the full version [11] for a system flow chart, a table of all notations and abbreviations, all pseudocodes, and the proofs omitted in this section.
Dual-World Simplification Phase
To strike a good balance between minimizing the v-path length and the RW cost of the reference RW path, the Lagrangian relaxation (LR) problem of DROP, called LR-DROP, is defined as follows.
Problem: LR-DROP. Given: A DROP instance and a Lagrange multiplier r > 0. Find: An RW path p * from st s to γ v t to minimize l(p * ) + r · c(p * ). This new problem incorporates the constraint on RW cost into the objective via the Lagrange multiplier r . Intuitively, with a small r , the optimal solution in LR-DROP tends to favor shorter v-paths instead of lower RW costs. In contrast, a feasible solution (in the original problem) is easier to be found by solving LR-DROP with large values of r , as manifested in the following property: Property 1. Let p * 1 and p * 2 be the optimal RW paths of LR-DROP with multipliers 0 ≤ r 1 < r 2 . Then l(p * 1 ) ≤ l(p * 2 ) and c(p * 1 ) ≥ c(p * 2 ). (Please see [11] for detailed proof.)
An excellent reference path would be one generated with a small r while complying with the RW cost constraint. Although the LARAC algorithm [10] is effective in approaching the optimal LR-based solution for the constrained shortest path problem, it is too computationally expensive for the dual-world DROP. 15 Inspired by the fact that traditional LR-based algorithms are only practical in single-world problems, our idea is to first simplify the problem via MIL Range, and then estimate the multiplier through investigating the simplified problems on the much smaller v-graph.
Dual-World Simplification. We aim to search r in the transformed v-graph, instead of in the loco-state space. For each possible v-edge length l, we derive its MIL Range (α(l), β(l)) as follows. (e) CSMS on CPS-DROP. Figure 3 : A running example.
The MIL lower bound α(l) is the smallest possible RW cost to realize a v-edge of length l in the physical world, as it takes the minimum RW cost among all loco-state pairs (st 1 , st 2 ). In contrast, the MIL upper bound β(l) is the maximum required RW cost to realize such a v-edge starting from any fixed loco-state. More specifically, given st 1 , the smallest possible RW cost to realize a v-edge of length l would be min st 2 ∈ST ,dist(st 1 ,st 2 )=l MIL(st 1 , st 2 ), and β(l) takes the maximum value among all st 1 . For each v-path p v = ⟨e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n ⟩, MIL Range helps finding the range of the total RW cost along p v in the following theorem. Proof. We first prove the lower bound. Since every edge e i in the v-path p v incurs at least an RW cost α(l(e i )), the total RW cost along p p is at least n i=1 α(l(e i )). For the upper bound, to build an RW-realized p-path from p v , a simple approach iteratively selects the next loco-state by choosing the next p-state with the smallest RW cost. Since the cost of e i does not exceed β(l(e i )), the total RW cost is at most n i=1 β(l(e i )). If it does not exceed C, there exists at least one feasible p p . The theorem follows. □ Note that α(l) for a v-edge length l refers to the MIL lower bound value of l, while α(p v ) for a v-path p v is the aggregate of MIL lower bound values for the v-edges along p v . A v-path p v is feasible if β(p v ) ≤ C and is able to act as a reference path in the later phases. e ∈p v α(l(e)) is minimized. Similarly, Cost-Pessimistic Simplification of DROP (CPS-DROP), corresponding to the MIL upper bound, is formulated by replacing α(l(e)) with β(l(e)), and its LR problem, CPS-LR-DROP, is associated with multiplier r β . We then present Cost Simplified Multiplier Searching (CSMS), which can be viewed as generalizing the LARAC algorithm on simplified dual worlds (Please see [11] for the pseudocode), to find the optimal r * α for COS-DROP and the optimal r * β for CPS-DROP. CSMS maintains two v-paths p α and q α . p α is initialized as the v-path from γ v s to γ v t with the minimum RW cost, i.e., the optimal vpath in COS-LR-DROP with r = ∞. q α is initialized as the shortest v-path from γ v s to γ v t , i.e., the optimal v-path in COS-LR-DROP with r = 0 (usually not feasible). is feasible to COS-DROP. If it is feasible, the optimal multiplier leading to the shortest feasible RW path is greater than 0 but smaller than r α . CSMS thereby replaces p α with p temp α to decrease r α in the next iteration to search for a shorter v-path. Otherwise, q α is substituted by p temp α to increase the multiplier in the next iteration. The above process stops when p temp α equals one of p α or q α , and it returns r α as the optimal multiplier r * α for COS-DROP. r * β for CPS-DROP is optimized analogously, as illustrated below. Example 6. Figure 3 (e) finds r * β for the CPS-DROP instance in Figure 3(b) . In the first iteration, v-path p β is the blue one with length 14.9 and estimated RW cost 11. V-path q β is the red path with length 10.7 and estimated RW cost 12. CSMS then updates r β = 10.7−14.9 11−12 = 4.2. Afterwards, since the shortest path is exactly p β and q β (both with aggregated cost 61.1) in Figure 3(d) , p temp β is either p β or q β . Thus CSMS terminates with r * β = 4.2. □
CSMS iteratively 1) updates r
α = l(q α )−l(p α ) α (p α )−α (q α ) , where α(p) =
Reference Path Generation Phase
Since CSMS only finds v-paths, we leverage r * α and r * β to find the reference path p * in the corresponding LR-DROP instances. Specifically, because CPS-DROP considers the worst-case RW cost for each v-edge, any v-path feasible to CPS-DROP is also feasible to DROP. Consequently, the optimal RW path for LR-DROP with r = r * β is feasible. On the other hand, as r * α is obtained by an optimistic estimate of the RW costs, the the optimal RW-path for LR-DROP with r * α tends to be shorter but may not be feasible. Thus, we solve LR-DROP for both r = r * α and r = r * β and return the better (shorter) feasible RW path as the reference path.
To solve LR-DROP with any multiplier r , a simple approach is to associate each edge (st 1 , st 2 ) with an LR cost l((st 1 , st 2 )) + r · MIL(st 1 , st 2 ) and apply Dijkstra's algorithm in O(N · log N ) time. However, it is again computationally expensive for a large N = |ST |. In contrast, we propose Informed Dual-World Search (IDWS), which utilizes an ordering strategy to speed up the search process. Upon reaching each loco-state st, it derives an estimation of the remaining LR cost from st to the destination. As LR cost comprises of both path length and RW cost metrics, IDWS obtains separate lower bounds of 1) the remaining path length from st to the destination, and 2) the lowest RW cost for an RW path from st to the destination. Equipped with MIL Ranges, both can be computed via basic shortest-path algorithms in the v-graph. Therefore, the computational effort to obtain these values pales in comparison to Dijkstra's algorithm in the loco-state space. IDWS then combines the two values into an estimation of the remaining LR cost.
IDWS leverages the idea of informed search to rely on the above estimation of LR cost to determine the order of examining locostates. As we devise the above estimation to be admissible, i.e., it does not exceed the real total LR cost, IDWS efficiently finds an optimal RW path (to LR-DROP) while visiting the fewest states among all algorithms. Due to space limitations, please see the full version [11] for complete description of IDWS.
Pruning and Path Navigation Phase
The pruning and path navigation phase leverages the reference RW path to remove redundant loco-states during traversal of the locostate space. Starting from the source state st s , it maintains a number of labels on each traversed loco-state st, i.e., the current minimum RW cost for an RW path from st s to st and the lower bound of the length for a feasible v-path from st to the destination location. Upon visiting a new loco-state st, three types of pruning criteria are examined to identify potentially redundant st: 1) Infeasible: not belonging to a feasible RW path because the lower bounds of RW costs from st s to st and from st to the destination location γ v t in total exceed the RW cost constraint C; 2) Suboptimal: not belonging to a feasible RW path shorter than the current reference path, due to long path distances from st s to st and from st to γ v t ; and finally 3) Likely Infeasible or Suboptimal: currently not belonging to a better solution within the loco-states already visited. Loco-states temporarily deemed redundant by the third criterion may actually belong to an optimal solution after more loco-states are explored. Consequently, the pruning process discards the loco-states in the first two cases but only pauses the search process on the loco-states in the third case, i.e., changing the search ordering. Due to space constraints, please see the full version [11] for detailed description.
Approximate Solution
With substantial loco-states removed, DP states are then generated from the remaining loco-states, where each DP state is a combination of a loco-state and a rounded v-path length (detailed later). Note that the number of DP states is much smaller compared with Basic DP because 1) the pruning process effectively trims off the loco-states, and 2) the number of possible v-path lengths is reduced by a rounding strategy that discretizes the length of v-edges with a scale parameter S. The length l(e) of each edge e is rounded to S · ⌈ l(e) S ⌉. The degradation of solution quality is limited because the rounding error in each edge is at most S (correlated to the approximation ratio). Let DROP X denote the post-rounding problem instance of DROP with (i) the edge length in v-graph rounded by S and (ii) redundant loco-states removed, and let X be the loco-state space in DROP X . We set S to ϵ ·L |X | , where L is a lower bound of l(p * ), the length of the optimal RW path (more discussion on this can be found in the full version [11] .) Theorem 3. DEWN returns a (1 + ϵ)-approximation for DROP.
Proof. Let the solution returned by DEWN be p. Let p * denote an optimal solution in DROP which is a feasible solution (not necessarily optimal) for DROP X . The MIL values are identical in DROP and DROP X . Let l(p * ) and l(p) denote the v-path lengths of p * and p in DROP, respectively. Similarly, l X (p * ) and l X (p) are their v-path lengths in DROP X . Due to the possible rounding error, we have l X (p) ≤ l X (p * ), where p * may not be the optimal solution in DROP X .
Since p * is optimal and it does not pass through more than |X | loco-states, l(p * ) is the sum of at most |X | v-edge lengths, and the rounding error of each edge is at most S. Thus, we have l X (p) ≤ l X (p * ) ≤ l(p * ) + S · |X | = l(p * ) + ϵ · L ≤ (1 + ϵ)l(p * ). □ Time Complexity. The time complexity of DEWN is O(N 2 + N 3 ϵ ) (Please see [11] for detailed proof).
EXTENSION TO SPATIAL QUERIES IN DUAL WORLDS
In this section, we show that existing spatial query algorithms and index structures can exploit DEWN as a building block to support Dual-world k-Nearest Neighbors (DkNN) and Dual-world Range (DR) queries. Similar to DROP, DkNN and DR incorporate the RW cost constraint for dual-world VR applications (e.g., virtual touring and navigation). Given a start loco-state st s , DkNN finds the POIs in the virtual world so that the v-paths from st s to them are the top-k shortest ones, and and they comply with the RW cost constraint.
Similarly, DR query returns all virtual POIs within a specified range with the RW paths from st s following the RW cost constraint. For DkNN, a computationally intensive approach is to find the RW path for every POI with DEWN and then extract the top-k solution. In contrast, the resurging Incremental Euclidean Restriction (IER) algorithm [1] for kNN can solve DkNN more efficiently, by exploiting DEWN to find promising RW paths. More specifically, upon retrieval of the next Euclidean NN γ v in the virtual world, instead of using Dijkstra's algorithm to evaluate the path distance from γ v s (the v-state of st s ) to γ v in the v-graph, DEWN can be invoked to find the v-path length of the RW path from st s to γ v following the RW constraint C. Moreover, the results for previous DEWN queries can be reused as pruning criteria in determining v-path lengths for subsequent candidate NN's, similar to the idea of Pruned Landmark Labeling [2] .
Moreover, ROAD [15] for kNN and range queries can incorporate MIL Range in DEWN to support DR. After ROAD partitions the network into multiple Regional Subnetworks (Rnets), in addition to precomputing the path distances between each pair of border nodes of an Rnet, potential RW costs between pairs of border nodes can also be obtained by aggregating MIL Ranges on the v-edges. Furthermore, DEWN queries with different RW cost constraints can be issued to find multiple v-path lengths and the corresponding RW costs between border nodes for constructing multiple shortcut RW subpaths to bypass the Rnets. These shortcuts enable the traversal algorithm to bypass sparse areas containing few POIs without examining the detailed paths inside the Rnets, thereby achieving significant speedups in DkNN and DR queries.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate DEWN against several state-of-the-art algorithms on real datasets for various VR application scenarios.
Experiment Setup and Evaluation Plan
We collect virtual maps for VR traveling and gaming scenarios, and physical maps from real indoor spatial layouts. For VR traveling, real spatial datasets (POIs and their spatial information) are extracted from OpenStreetMap 16 where convex-hull corners of objects (e.g., buildings, lakes) are added to the location sets according to [18] to build the visibility graphs. The numbers of virtual locations are 40k in Seattle, 79k in Boston, 110k in Taipei, and 564k in Yellow Stone. For VR gaming, maze-puzzle layouts are collected from a maze generator project 17 in which all turning corners are regarded as the locations in visibility graphs, and the number of locations ranges from 625 to 2025. Physical layouts are real indoor layouts 18 divided into up to 672 grid cells of 0.3m × 0.3m (body-sized areas), where a cell is either an empty cell (free space) or a part of an obstacle. For each combination of virtual and physical maps, 100 samples are generated with random start and destination locations. RW costs are derived according to the detection thresholds in [22, 30, 31] .
We compare DEWN with five baselines: Basic DP (DP), Minimum Cost Path (MCP), Constrained Labeling (COLA) [36] , k-Shortest-Path (kSP) [2] , and Simplified DEWN (S-DEWN). DP is the dynamic programming baseline (its detail can be found in [11] ). MCP focuses on finding the RW path with the minimum RW cost (instead of minimum length of v-path) via Dijkstra's algorithm on the loco-state space. COLA exploits only the v-graph with each v-edge associated with an estimated RW cost then finds the shortest v-path such that the total estimated RW cost along the v-path follows the RW cost constraint. 4) kSP first finds the top-k minimum-length v-paths. Reset is adopted when obstacles in the physical world are reached.
The v-path with the minimum RW cost among the k candidates is returned. We also implement a more scalable variation of DEWN, namely S-DEWN, that 1) removes the orientation information from loco-states and 2) directly returns the reference path (without orientation information) as the solution. More discussions on S-DEWN can be found in [11] . Note that only DEWN and DP have theoretical guarantees on both feasibility and solution quality, while MCP only ensures the feasibility, and COLA, kSP and S-DEWN have none.
We first evaluate all algorithms in Section 6.2 with the following metrics: 1) v-path length, 2) incurred RW cost, 3) average feasibility (proportion of solutions satisfying the RW cost constraint), and 4) running time (in seconds). Afterward, Section 6.3 evaluates all methods in various VR scenarios: urban traveling (Seattle), natural traveling (Yellow Stone) and a maze gaming map. Section 6.4 performs sensitivity and scalability tests with different query parameters. The default parameters are k = 5 for kSP, and ϵ = 0.1 for all algorithms. All algorithms are implemented on an HP DL580 Gen 9 server with an Intel 2.10GHz CPU and 1TB RAM. Finally, we also conduct a user study to understand users' behaviors while they walk along paths by implementing DEWN with Unity and SteamVR in hTC VIVE HMD (see [11] for the results). 19 DEWN, DP, and MCP achieve 100% feasibility by carefully examining both worlds. Compared with MCP, DEWN generates shorter v-paths by leveraging LR to properly allocate the RW cost budget. The feasibility of kSP is poor because the RW cost is not carefully reduced during path search, as shown in Figure 4 (c) and 4(d). Figure 4 (e) and 4(f) show the running time of all algorithms. kSP and COLA are efficient since they are designed for a single world (v-graph here) without ensuring the feasibility. Compared with DP, DEWN generates feasible solutions with much smaller time because the pruning strategies effectively trim off redundant loco-states. S-DEWN is even faster as it only invokes dual-world simplification and reference path generating phases on v-graph, but it does not provide any theoretical guarantee. are shorter than those in Yellow Stone since Seattle involves more buildings and obstacles and thereby requires more RW operations. The feasibility ratios of COLA and kSP are much lower in Maze (especially, 0% for kSP) since there are only a few v-paths connecting the source and destination, and the challenge thus becomes identifying the p-path following the RW cost constraint. Figures  5(b) , 5(d) and 5(f) manifest that single-world COLA and kSP are difficult to meet the RW cost constraint. In contrast, MCP focuses on reducing the RW cost, but its v-paths are longer than those of DEWN, especially in Yellow Stone where the virtual world contains mainly free spaces and thus easier to be optimized. Figure 6 shows the results of sensitivity and scalability tests on various query parameters. Figure 6(a) shows the efficacy of the pruning and ordering strategies, where DEWN-P includes only the pruning strategies, DEWN-O incorporates only the ordering strategies, and the naïve DEWN-N applies none of them. The results manifest that all strategies effectively speedup DEWN, and the pruning strategies play more dominant roles in improving efficiency since a massive number of loco-states are effectively removed. In contrast, without pruning, the merits of ordering for DEWN-O are not unveiled because reference paths are not leveraged to truncate redundant search. Please see [11] for further discussions on the efficacy of different pruning strategies. Figure 6 (b) compares the scalability of all methods in instances with different sizes of loco-state spaces.
Comparison of Different Algorithms

Comparisons on Different VR Scenarios
Sensitivity and Scalability Tests
Results indicate that DP is extremely unscalable. S-DEWN has comparable efficiency with single-world methods kSP and COLA, which are implemented with specialized index structures.
(a) V-path length and fea. ratio (Seattle).
(b) RW cost and fea. ratio (Seattle).
(c) V-path length and fea. ratio (Yellow Stone).
(d) RW cost and fea. ratio (Yellow Stone).
(e) V-path length and fea. ratio (Maze).
(f) RW cost and fea. ratio (Maze). Figure 5 : Comparisons on different VR scenarios.
(a) Effects of pruning and ordering strategies.
1.E-03 (c) indicates that the feasibility improves with an increasing RW cost constraint C, where the results of MCP and DEWN are the same (thereby with only DEWN shown here). DEWN is always feasible since the Pruning and Path Navigation phase guarantees the solution feasibility, but other approaches have difficulty in finding a feasible solution, especially for a small C. COLA outperforms kSP because kSP focuses on minimizing the v-path length during the path search. Figure 6 (d) compares different algorithms with various straight line distances ℓ q between the start and destination locations in the virtual world. kSP and COLA have difficulty finding feasible solutions in larger maps when the query points are far apart with more POIs between them. By contrast, DEWN and S-DEWN effectively find feasible RW paths by deriving promising multipliers to balance the v-path length and the RW cost.
CONCLUSION
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior research that fully supports simultaneous movements in dual worlds for immersive user experience in VR. In this paper, we leverage Redirected Walking (RW) to formulate DROP, aiming to find the shortest-distance path in the virtual world, while constraining the RW cost to ensure immersive experience. Based on the idea of MIL Range, we design DEWN and propose various ordering and pruning strategies for efficient processing of DROP. Afterward, we show that the existing spatial query algorithms and index structures can leverage DEWN as a building block to support kNN and range queries in the dual worlds of VR. Experimental results and a user study manifest that DEWN can effectively find shorter v-paths with smoother RW operations compared with the baselines in various VR scenarios.
